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King Louis XIV was undoubtedly the greatest patron saint of the art of the French monarchy. He gathered on the court the best artists of the time. We are all familiar with Molière's masterpieces, including the hugely successful bourgeois gentleman written in 1670. But how was this play created and when? The answer can be found miles from Paris, in the Loire
Valley. Royalty away from Paris Paris has not always been the political and artistic center of France. Indeed, for more than a century and a half, the center was the Loire Valley, in the center of the country, where kings and nobles built their countless beautiful châteaus. This period corresponds to the beginning of the French Renaissance (1498) to the beginning
of the classical era (early 17th r.). Kings moved to the Loire Valley because the area was safer and cleaner than Paris, repeatedly threatening foreign states. The region's great city, Tours, has even become the capital of the French kingdom under Louis XI, about 80 years old. Chambord as a break from the life of the city Even if Louis XIV decided to establish
Versailles as his main residence, he particularly liked to be in his chateau Chambord, located in a giant forest in the Loire Valley. He used to come to this 5,440-acre estate as a child to visit his uncle Gaston of Orleans, the owner of the time, and always loved it. When his uncle died, Chambord returned to royal property. Among other things, Louis XIV would
come to hunt, but also for entertainment: he always travels with a royal theater troupe. Performing art for the royal fascination of Louis XIV was a great lover of art, especially ballets and theater. During his reign (1643-1715) artists were kept in high regard, because he himself will perform on stage on a regular basis. One of His Majesty's favorite playwrights
was the famous Jean-Baptiste Pokelin, better known as Molière, whom he placed under his protection. He is entrusted with strict responsibility for the entertainment of the king and his court. And when Louis XIV traveled his kingdom, Molière would travel with him. It was during one of these royal trips that he wrote one of his most successful plays, The
Bourgeois Gentleman. Comedy-ballet as a response to the diplomatic crime of 1670. The trial stopped in Chambord for several weeks. Louis XIV asked Molière to write a play to mock the Ottoman ambassador Suleiman Aga, who showed disrespect to his hosts in November 1669 when he was received at a French court in Versailles. Aside from the
ambassador not being contemptuous and not properly dressed to attend court, the ambassador seemed not at all impressed by the Sun King's remarkable reception. This incident was a very sensitive matter, the Ottoman Empire is the traditional enemy of the Christian world. Working alongside knight Laurent Arvier, a French diplomat who spoke Turkish,
Molièreot comedy-ballet The Bourgeois Gentleman to the greatest pleasure of the king. This type of work in French is called turoon, which means what mimics aspects of Turkish culture, which fascinated Europeans back in the 17th century. Louis XIV's desire was to keep Turkish to ridicule: the French loved exotic characters, and it was quite easy to mock.
The wooden theatre was built specifically for the occasion in one of Chateau Chambord's 400 rooms, and the king will use the impressive staircase with a double six-foot as a balcony. The play, mostly consisting of three acts, then five in prose, performed four times: 14, 16, 20 and 21 Oct. He was then held at Saint-Germain on November 9, 11 and 13 before
being held at the Palais Royal in Paris on November 23. The bourgeois gentleman, considered the ultimate comedy-ballet, gathered the best artists of the time: Molière himself and the equally famous Italian composer Jean-Batista Luley. What's the bourgeois gentleman about? Mosieur Jourdan is a middle-aged bourgeois ready to rise above his status and join
the gentry. In order to do this, he hires many teachers to polish his education: dance master, music master, philosophy professor, combat instructor, etc. They all end up making fun and taking advantage of his naivety and borrowing money from him. Ms. Jourdan will even be made a mamamouchi by a fake Turkish prince, thinking it is a high function in the
Ottoman Empire, while this fake name is aimed only at mockery of people of high society. The fake Turkish prince, in fact, is the daughter of Ms. Jourdain's lover Lucile, Cleonte, who came in disguise to make his offer. The bourgeois gentleman moves from social satire to burlesque shows, interweaving music, singing and dancing, prose and poems. What
about Molière nowadays in theaters? Molière gave a new impetus to the performing arts. Before him, comedy was considered a lower genre and actors had very poor social status. He was a complete performer: actor, troupe manager, author, director... His plays, where he criticizes the vices of society, are real masterpieces. Today they play again and again,
all over France. In Paris, at le Ranelagh Theatre, most of its programme is offered by Molière: Le misanthrope, The Imaginary Invalid (Le malade imaginaire), Dom Juan, The Miser (L'avare) and The Bourgeois Gentleman (Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme). Like Ms. Jordein, no longer wait and come to learn how to talk in prose! For 1979 Balanchin Ballet, see <a0>
<a1></a1></a0>. For the 1917 Strauss Orchestral Suyta with the same name, see The Strauss Orchestral Le Bourgeois gentilhommeLe Bourgeois gentilhommeWritten MioreMusic fromJean-Baptiste LullyChoreographyPierre BeauchampCharactersMonsieur JourdainMadame JourdainLucileNicoleCléonteCovielleCount DoranteMarchioness DorimèneDate
premiereOctober 14, 1670 the premiere of château de ChambordVersay, FranceOriginal languageFrancheSabirSubbial mountaineering satireGenrecomédie-balletSettingParis Frontispiece and the title page of Le Bourgeois gentilhomme from the 1688 edition. Le Bourgeois gentilhomme (French speaking: [lə buʁʒwa ʒɑ̃tijɔm], The bourgeois gentleman or
middle-class aristocrat or The Would-Be Noble is a five-piece comedy ballet, a play intertented with music, dance and singing - written by Molière, first presented on October 14, 1670, before Louis XIV's trial of Château Chambord by a troupe of Molière actors. Subsequent public appearances were given at the Palace Royal Theatre starting on November 23,
1670. The music was written by Jean-Baptiste Luley, choreographed by Pierre Beauchamp, sets by Carlo Vigarani, and costumes performed by Chevalier d'Arvier. Le Bourgeois gentilhomme satirizes attempts at social ascent and bourgeois personality, poking fun at both the vulgar, quirky middle class and useless, snobbish aristocracy. The name is meant as
an oxymotron: in France Molière the gentleman was by definition a burly born, and thus there could be no such thing as a bourgeois gentleman. The play is in prose (except for the ballet holes that are in the poems). Synopsis The play takes place at Mr. Jourdan's house in Paris. Jurdain is a middle-aged bourgeois whose father became rich as a fabric
merchant. Foolish Jourdan now has one purpose in life that is to rise above this middle class and be accepted as an aristocrat. To this end, he orders wonderful new clothes and is very happy when a tailor boy mocks him as my Lord. He applies himself to studying the gentlemanly art of fencing, dancing, music and philosophy, despite his age; by doing so, he
constantly manages to make a fool of himself, to the disgust of his hired teachers. His philosophy lesson becomes a major lesson in language in which he is surprised and happy to learn that he has been talking prose all his life without knowing it. Par ma lobby! il y a plus de quarante ans que je de la prose sans que j'en susse rien, et je vous suis le plus obligé
du monde de m'avoir appris cela. »My faith! For more than forty years I've been talking prose without knowing anything about it, and I'm the most obliged person in the world for you for saying so. Madame Jourden, his smart wife, sees him making a fool of himself and encourages him to return to his previous middle-class life, and forget everything he has
learned. A nobleman tied to the cash, named Doranta, attached himself to M. Jourdan. He secretly despises Jourdain, but flatdes his aristocratic dreams. For example, by saying to Jourdan that he remembered his name as king in Versailles, he could force Jourdan to pay his debts. Jourdain's dreams of being upper class go higher and higher. He dreams of
marrying Marchioness, Dorimen, and having his daughter Lucille marry But Lucille is in love with middle-class Cléonte. Of course, M. Jordain refuses Lucille's permission to marry Cionte. Then Klaonte, with the assistance of his camerdiner Covil and Mem Jourdan, is camaquerading and presenting himself to Jourdan as the son of the Sultan of Turkey.
Jourdain is being hosted and very happy that his daughter will marry foreign royalty. He is even more delighted when the Turkish prince tells him that, being the father of the bride, he, too, will be officially ennobled in a special ceremony. The play ends with this pointless ceremony, including Sabir standing behind the Turkish language. Performances The
original production will unite the best actors and musicians of the time. Molière played the role of Ms. Jourdain, dressed in bright colors, trimmed with silver lace and multi-colored feathers; Andre Über played Madame Jourdain (travesty); Melle de Bree played Dorimen; Armand Behart played Lucile; and composer Jean-Baptiste Lulli danced the mufti in the last
act cérémonie des Turcs. Le Bourgeois gentilhomme reflected the then current trend towards les Turkeria, all related to the Ottoman Empire. The work stemmed from a scandal caused by the Turkish ambassador, Suleiman Aga, who, having attended Louis XIV's trial in 1669, reaffirmed the Ottoman court's superiority over what the Sun King had. The first
performance of Der Bürger als Edelmann, the German version of the play, took place on October 25, 1912, adapted by Ugo von Hoffmannsthal with occasional music by Richard Strauss. Turkeri was replaced by the addition of the operatic entertainment Ariadne auf Naxos, composed by Strauss on Hoffmannstal's libretto, in which Jourdan's eccentric demands
led to Ariadne being engrained on a desert island where the composition of the dell'arte troupe simply takes place. The whole one was directed by Max Reinhardt. The combination of play and opera proved problematic. Hoffmannsthal created an updated version of the play, restoring turmuma and removing the opera. Strauss provided further casual music,
including some Lully arrangements. Meanwhile, entertainment has been provided with a separate opera prologue and this is the form in which Ariadne is now usually given. [2] George Balanchin choreographed a number of contemporary versions, from the 1930s to the 1970s, using Strauss's score. The first version was performed in 1932 by wassily de Basil
and René Blum Russe de Monte Carlo featuring David Lichin and Tamara Misty, with sets by Alexandre Benoist. In 1944, a new version of the ballet was performed by the second iteration of the ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, with Nicolas Magallanes (adopted by the injured Frederick Franklin), Maria Thalciff and Natalie Krassovska. [3] The most famous
version, from 1979 for the New York Opera, contained a contribution from Jerome Robbins, who entered the period of Balanchin's disease. [3] Peter Martins also choreographed one scene near the end Ballet. The production starred Jean-Pierre Bonnefu, Patricia McBride, Rudolf Nureyev, Darla Hoover, Michael Puleo and students at the School of American
Ballet. In 2005, Le Poème Harmonique, in collaboration with Benjamin Lazarus (director- director) and Cecile Roussat (choreographer) introduced Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme at the Baroque festival in Utrecht. Informed by the musical and theatrical traditions of 17th-century France, the production revived musical and dance interludes originally scored by Jean-
Baptiste Lula and the work was presented in its fullness. The wardrobe was visibly bourgeois and pointless, apparently the intention of the filmmakers to present Monsieur Jordain as a naïve, overwhelmed and yet vulnerable person new to the world of money and privilege to sacrifice and architect of the action. Using candles as the only source of lighting on
stage and frontal performance style even during conversations between the characters gave the production a distinctly baroque air and was well received. The 2005 production was the first since the play's first performance, which made it in its full fullness, as true as possible to the original score and script by Molière and Lula. The roles of Mosieur Jourden
bourgeois Madame Jourden by his wife Lucile daughter Mosieur Jourden Nicole their suitor Lucile Covile Klaionte is lacking and who is interested in Nicole Dorante count, costumer Dorimen Terimein Marchiones, widow of master of philosophy of music Student of music Master of Dance Fencing Master Tailor Apprentice Two shortcomings Many male and
female musicians, instrumentalists, dancers, cooks, tailor apprentices and others needed for interludes. Media By Le Bourge chew gentilhumme – 1. Ouverture performed by Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme Advent Chamber Orchestra – 2. The tomb performed by the Advent Chamber Orchestra Le Bourgejua Gentilhumme is 3. Sarabande performed by the Advent
Chamber Orchestra Le Bourgeus Gentilhumme – 4. Storms performed by the Advent Chamber Orchestra Le Bourge chew gentilhumme – 5. Gaillarde Canari performed by the Advent Le Bourgeja Gentilhumme Chamber Orchestra – 6. Gavott performing the Advent Le Bourge chew Gentilhumme Chamber Orchestra – 7. Lore performed by the Advent
Chamber Orchestra Le Bourge chew gentilhumme – 8. Air des Espagnoles performed by the Advent Chamber Orchestra Le Bourgejua Gentilhumme – 9. Menuet 1 and 2 performed by the Advent Chamber Orchestra Le Bourgejua Gentilhumme – 10. Chaconnet de Scaramoos, Trivelins performed by the Advent Le Bourgeja Gentilhamme Chamber Orchestra
– 11. Marche pour la Ceremonie des Turcs Performed by Advent Chamber Orchestra Problems listening to files? See media help. The Hour-long audio adaptation, adapted by Harry McFadden, aired on the NBC radio series Great Plays on December 18, 1938. Reference notes ^ Garreau 1984, p. 417. Retrieved 2014-05-18. House of production Ariadne auf
Naxos. Retrieved 2014-05-27. Balanc ballet for Nureyev, New York Times (April 9, 1979). Kisselhoff, Anna. Balanchin-Robbins Works for Nureyev of Molière, New York Times (April 9, 1979). Sources advised Harro, Joseph E. (1984). Molière, pp. 397–418 at mcGraw-Hill World Drama Encyclopedia, editor-in-chief Stanley Hochman. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Wikisource has original text related to this article: Middle-class gentleman French Wikisource has original text, related to this article: Le Bourgeois gentilhomme Le Bourgeois gentilhomme English translation into Project Gutenberg Bourgeois Nobleman English translation by Sue Rippon Le Bourgeois gentilhomme Original lyrics (in French) from Site-
moliere.com Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme: Results of the International Music Library Project Score Obtained from
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